Vision Progress Paper- November 2019 - a new church
the plan
As of December 1, 2019, nightchurch & fresh start church will merge into one new
church retaining the name Fresh Start church and gathering on Sunday mornings at
10am at Albury TAFE.

the background
nightchurch
Nightchurch is an extraordinary church. Since its planting 10 years ago, we have seen wonderful growth both in
maturity but also in numbers. NC has been a sending church and a church that has been a centre of training
and gospel maturing. It’s always enjoyed high participation in gospel ministry within and beyond NC. It's a very
welcoming church. We've seen people saved. We've seen people sent into full time ministry. NC has gifted
people to church plants. We've seen people move away from us to serve in other churches in other towns &
cities. NC has also endured the sadness of seeing people drift from the Lord.
From the beginning, NC was always intended to be a multi-generational church and the Lord has blessed that
desire. It has truly been a family to many many people.
2018 though, was a particularly challenging year. The challenge mostly came from the gospel growth that has
typified NC. Some 37 people were sent to TPC, moved within APC, moved away or spiritually drifted.
NC is presently smaller than its been. The current average attendance on Sundays (adults & children) of those on
the NC roll is 45. But NC is not weak. The things that have made NC strong continue to be present. 2019 has
seen an additional 6 people join.
However, 2020 presents yet more challenges and again these greater challenges arise from gospel growth. For
example, both Len Woonings (our pastoral assistant) & Luke Bartholomew and their families are heading to
Bible college.

fresh start church
FSC too has enjoyed the blessing of the Lord. But again, it too is facing some challenges ahead. Currently, the
average attendance on Sundays of those on the FSC roll is 58.
At the beginning of 2018, FSC sent a number of valued people to TPC and another key family moved away. In
2019, a few others have left FSC in sadder circumstances. Currently FSC numbers have left them in a slightly
frail state with an active enthusiastic church family but a “stretchedness”.
This will be worse in 2020 with at least one family moving. eg. the FSC music team in 2020 will have 2 singers
and 1 musician. The estimated attendance on Sundays according to the current average will be 40.

the apc network
At our recent vision consultation the desire for all 5 churches to continue with the addition of a 5th pastor was
strongly expressed by some. However, this was always conditional on the required resources being available.
The importance of NC ministering to uni students was also expressed but each of our churches can helpfully
serve the students.
Financially, APC is not in a position to employ a 5th pastor without drawing upon our reserves. As at Oct 1, we
are operating with a budget deficit of $47,199. A 5th pastor will require a substantial increase in giving. More
than financial pressure though, the elders have decided that our current numbers do not warrant such a burden
being placed on our people nor would it be the best use of our resources within APC.

the gospel growth opportunities
The elders are genuinely excited by the gospel growth possibilities that come with the merging of NC
and FSC.
For both nightchurch & fresh start church the merging:• arrests the danger of further decline due to smaller numbers creating increasing weariness and stress.
• doesn’t break up either church. Existing relationships are maintained albeit in a bigger group.
• creates one new church of greater viability and health, providing the opportunity for further church planting
in the future.
• takes advantage of the existing synergy between the 2 churches. They already share the one pastor (Paul)
who will continue to shepherd them. They have already shared ministries. The make up of each group is
such that each will strengthen the other in terms of demographics, gifting, etc.
The opportunities presented by the merger for the wider network include:• the easing of pressure on Paul allowing him a greater focus on network needs.
• the possibility of funding a new network ministry position in the area of children & youth.
• the possibility of the pastors working in a buddy system whereby each Sunday gathering is served by the
church pastor with another assisting.

the challenges
Any change is challenging. It's important to appreciate that we are not at all in crisis. There is no sense in
which we have failed. This merging is taking hold of an opportunity for further genuine gospel growth
that has been created by gospel growth (church planting & sending).
The results of the vision consultation are not being ignored. This plan is a result of ongoing praying, thinking
& conversation arising from the consultation. While prayerful consultation is vital, in the end, the pastors &
elders of our churches have a responsibility to shepherd & lead us in the way that they decide best allows us to
serve Jesus in making disciples.
This decision has not been made lightly. The emotional cost of this plan is being especially borne by Paul &
Margie and the leadership team of nightchurch together with the nightchurch family. But together, before the
Lord, we are convinced that this merging of NC & FSC is a good tactical move in our ongoing mission of
growing followers of Jesus.
Although retaining the name fresh start church the new church will be a new church.

timeline
The time line for this merging is:• Sunday Nov 24. Final gathering of nightchurch in thanksgiving & celebration
First meeting of the new fresh start church
• Sunday Dec 1.
Our hope in all of this is that, together, even as some of us grieve, we might embrace this opportunity to
grow as followers of Jesus ourselves and to grow more followers of Jesus as we continue to seek & serve
him as our King.
We ask that you might join us in praying to our Father in heaven, the Lord of the harvest, the one who builds his
church that he might give the growth to his glory as people gladly surrender their lives to the loving rule of
Jesus.
“Now may the God who gives endurance and encouragement grant you to live in harmony with one
another, according to Christ Jesus, so that you may glorify the God and Father of our Lord Jesus Christ with
one mind and one voice.” (Romans 15:5–6 CSB17)
The elders of APC:- Graeme Castle, David Hayes, Anthony Johnston, Peter Kirkwood, Bruce McLean, Norm
McLean, David Powell, Paul Sheely, Peter Whitbourn, Keith Wiencke, Mike Wong, Len Woonings
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